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WAVERUNNER® Xi SERIES



Performance Reimagined

400 MHz to 2 GHz
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Complete Capability—100% Test Coverage



The LeCroy WaveRunner Xi

is the most powerful and

capable scope available in its

class. Basic system validation

using advanced triggers, fast

viewing modes, measurement

parameters, or serial decodes

is simple and easy. Advanced

debug, multi-domain analysis,

and waveshape analysis are

possible with tools unique to

WaveRunner Xi. Optional

application packages help you

make sense of well-defined

problems.



Enhanced Understanding

of Serial Data Signals

Trigger on I2C, SPI, UART, or CAN serial data patterns.

Intuitively decode values on the oscilloscope grid.

Correlate decoded data streams to other events in

an embedded control system (optional).



PowerfulTriggers

Isolate Events

An extensive collection of SMART, Serial,

and Digital (MS-32) triggers enables users

to quickly and easily isolate events of

interest (some optional).



WaveStream™

Fast Viewing Mode

Use the high sampling rate and WaveStream

fast viewing mode to characterize signal shape,

rise time, overshoot, etc., and verify the presence

or absence of high-speed transients.



Advanced Acquisition Modes

Sequence Mode allows you to partition your acquisition memory

into segments and capture specific events over long periods of

time. Then, view and analyze each segment individually.
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1999



2001



The first Waverunner oscilloscope introduced.

Small, powerful, and an immediate front-runner

in the mid-range category.



Waverunner-2 raised the bar with higher

sample rate, bandwidth, and memory.



WaveScan™ Advanced Search

and Analysis

The best trigger won’t find all unusual events—a more

powerful capability is needed. WaveScan provides the

ability to locate unusual events in a single capture, or

scan for an event in many acquisitions over a long period

of time using more than 20 different search/scan modes.

Use ScanHisto or ScanOverlay to display intuitive

scanned results.



Completely Customizable

Quickly create your own measurement parameters

or math functions using Excel, MATLAB, Mathcad,

or VBScripts (some capability optional).



Advanced

Application Packages

Use a variety of application packages to

provide detailed, fast solutions for specific

problems.



2003



2005



Performance boosted again with WaveRunner 6000

—10:1 oversampling and 2 Mpt/Ch for 500 MHz

oscilloscopes with versions up to 2 GHz.



Engineers vote Big Display/Small Footprint form

factor “Best in Test” in Test &amp; Measurement

magazine (for the WaveSurfer).
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Fast Long Memory with

Front Panel Zoom Controls



Complete Probing Solutions



WaveRunner Xi's long memory is optimized for calculation

of more information 10-100x faster than other oscilloscopes,

while enabling easy access to simple zooming and positioning

from the front panel.



A wide variety of active FET probes, current

probes, differential probes, HV probes, etc.

with complete tip and ground accessories

make it easy to probe your signals.



Mixed Signal Oscilloscope Option



Extensive Math and

Measurement Capability

More standard and optional measurements and more

powerful math capability are provided in WaveRunner Xi,

with results returned faster than in other oscilloscopes.



MS-32 adds 32 digital channels with 32 Mpts

of memory (1 Mpt/Ch) to capture and

analyze analog and digital events together

(4 channel oscilloscopes only).



Power/Amplifier Measurements

Excellent overdrive recovery and signal

integrity make WaveRunner Xi ideal for highvoltage switching loss, conduction loss,

ripple, switching power supply, and other

amplifier measurements. Use with LeCroy

Differential Amplifiers for high performance

100,000:1 Common-Mode Rejection Ratio.



Timing Characterization

Extensive triggers allow fast event isolation.

Measure timing statistically and view behavior graphically using histograms. Gain real

understanding of root cause.



Slow/High-speed Signal Mix



IntegratedTool Sets

LeCroy math, measure and analysis tools

are tightly integrated with basic scope

operations. It’s easy to link capabilities

and expand understanding. Free yourself

from constraints!



Long memory, HFREJ trigger coupling, builtin noise filtering, etc. enable fast understanding of signal behavior in circuits with a mix of

slow-speed (sensor, actuator, power supply,

mechanical) and high-speed signals.



BeyondTime Domain Analysis

Amplify your understanding with multidomain analysis of

your signals. Convert signal information into Statistical

domain (Histogram), Spectral domain (long memory FFTs),

Jitter, Modulation, or other Measurement Parameter

domains (Tracks of measurement parameters). (Some

capability is optional.)



2006

WaveRunner Xi combines improved performance

with the award-winning form factor of big display

and small footprint.
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WaveRunner Xi is the most complete “problem solving” oscilloscope

from 400 MHz to 2 GHz with great performance, an unbelievable big

display/small footprint form factor, and a multitude of fast viewing, SMART/serial data triggering, scanning, and WaveShape

Analysis capabilities for fast or slow signals. No matter what

your need, you can put the precision, performance, and capability

of WaveRunner Xi to work for you.

Great Performance

With 5 GS/s and 10 Mpts standard on every

channel (up to 10 GS/s interleaved with 64Xi,

104Xi, and 204Xi), you can be assured of precise

measurements of fast signals, and long captures

of slow-speed events.



Big Display/Small Footprint

A big display is crucial to understanding

circuit behaviors, especially when

working with a combination of analog,

digital, and serial data signals.

That’s why we use a big,

bright 10.4" color display to

allow room for everything,

including time-correlated views

of mixed-signal systems and nontime domain analysis. You’ll love the

impressive display viewing angle; and



Powerful WaveShape

Analysis Capability



the very small instrument footprint



WaveRunner Xi has the best problem-



makes it easy to work anywhere.



solving capability, whether you are

gathering statistical data on thousands

or millions of events, converting signal

information into a statistical, modulation,

or frequency domain for better understanding, or using WaveScan™ to

find anomalous events. In addition,

WaveRunner Xi’s has numerous application packages to solve specific test

and measurement challenges.
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Outstanding Capabilities

for Everyday Testing

8

5



LeCroy’s “out-of-the-box”

thinking about oscilloscopes

provides a great form factor and

no compromises. It's loaded with

capability and features that will

provide more insight and help

you complete your testing faster.



1

1. Bright, 10.4" Display

You’ll never use a small display oscilloscope

again. A fantastic viewing angle makes it

easy to view.



2. Only 15 cm (6") Deep

The most space-efficient oscilloscope for

your bench from 400 MHz to 2 GHz.
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3. Dedicated Cursor Knobs

Select type of cursor, position them on

your signal, and read values without ever

opening a menu.



4. Zoom Control Knobs

Four dedicated knobs make it easy to

navigate any zoom or math trace without

opening menus.



5. Touch Screen with Built-in Stylus

The most time-efficient user interface is even

easier to use with a built-in stylus.



6. High Impedance Active Probes

1 and 1.5 GHz active probes

with 1 MΩ || 0.9 pF input

impedance and an extensive

probe tip and ground accessory selection.
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7. LeCroy WaveStream™

Fast Viewing Mode
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Provides a lively,

analog-like feel

similar to a phosphor

trace. Adjust “trace”

intensity with the front

panel control, or toggle between LeCroy
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WaveStream and real-time modes.



8. LeCroy WaveScan™ Advanced

Search &amp; Analysis

Use more than 20 modes to capture and

search, or “scan” for anomalous events over

thousands or millions of acquisitions. Use

ScanHisto or ScanOverlay to display intuitive

scanned results.
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9. Serial Triggering &amp; Decoding

I2C and SPI and other serial triggers, now

available for WaveRunner Xi.

10. “Push” Knobs

Trigger level, delay, and offset knobs all provide
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shortcuts to common actions when pushed.



11. Local Language User Interface

Select from 10 language preferences. Add a front

panel overlay with your local language.
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Embedded Controller Validation and Debug



LeCroy’s powerful WaveRunner Xi oscilloscopes can be turned

into mixed-signal oscilloscopes (MSOs) with the addition of

the MS-32 mixed-signal oscilloscope option. In addition, I2C,

SPI, and CAN, triggering and decoding options turn the

WaveRunner Xi into an all-in-one analog, digital, and serial

data trigger, acquisition, and analysis machine.

4 Analog + 32 Digital

Channel Capability



controller serial data signals (CAN)

coincident at one time. Testing and



32 Mpts of Digital Memory for

Long Digital Capture Time



The MS-32 is the first oscilloscope



debugging efficiency is greatly



With 32 Mpts of memory on 32 chan-



solution to combine 4 analog channels



enhanced by eliminating the need to



nels (1 Mpts/Ch), the MS-32 ensures



with 32 digital channels. This is ideal for



continuously disconnect/reconnect



that users have enough memory to



the most efficient testing of 16-bit or



signals to observe different behaviors.



capture the area of interest, especially



32-bit embedded controllers with



Users can capture all of their signal



when combined with SMART Triggers,



analog signals (comparators, voltage



information using oscilloscope or MS-32



serial data triggers, and digital pattern



sources, sensor/actuator signals, etc.),



long memory, or set up digital or analog



triggers.



digital signals (ADDR, DATA, and



trigger conditions to capture the event



Control lines), peripheral serial data



of interest.



Quick Mixed-Signal Setup,

Easy to Use



signals (I2C, SPI), and embedded



Unlike a traditional Logic Analyzer, the

MS-32 is easy to use. A single module

consolidates all of the MS-32/oscilloscope interconnections, so users can

start viewing signals and begin debugging quickly. In addition, all standard

oscilloscope tools are readily accessible. Signal debug is simple, using

standard oscilloscope tools, such as

cursors, measurement parameters,

and zooming.
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Embedded Controller Validation and Debug



LeCroy’s powerful WaveRunner Xi oscilloscopes can be turned

into mixed-signal oscilloscopes (MSOs) with the addition of

the MS-32 mixed-signal oscilloscope option. In addition, I2C,

SPI, and CAN, triggering and decoding options turn the

WaveRunner Xi into an all-in-one analog, digital, and serial

data trigger, acquisition, and analysis machine.

4 Analog + 32 Digital

Channel Capability



controller serial data signals (CAN)

coincident at one time. Testing and



32 Mpts of Digital Memory for

Long Digital Capture Time



Complete I2C, SPI and CAN

Serial Triggering



The MS-32 is the first oscilloscope



debugging efficiency is greatly



With 32 Mpts of memory on 32 chan-



Quickly and easily isolate specific



solution to combine 4 analog channels



enhanced by eliminating the need to



nels (1 Mpts/Ch), the MS-32 ensures



serial data events on your embedded



with 32 digital channels. This is ideal for



continuously disconnect/reconnect



that users have enough memory to



controller for better understanding and



the most efficient testing of 16-bit or



signals to observe different behaviors.



capture the area of interest, especially



faster debug. Set up trigger conditions



32-bit embedded controllers with



Users can capture all of their signal



when combined with SMART Triggers,



in binary, hexadecimal (Symbolic for



analog signals (comparators, voltage



information using oscilloscope or MS-32



serial data triggers, and digital pattern



CAN) formats. Use the EXT input for



sources, sensor/actuator signals, etc.),



long memory, or set up digital or analog



triggers.



the clock signal and keep an additional



digital signals (ADDR, DATA, and



trigger conditions to capture the event



analog oscilloscope channel open for



Control lines), peripheral serial data



of interest.



Quick Mixed-Signal Setup,

Easy to Use



other uses. Trigger on DATA in specific



allows triggering on a range of DATA



Unlike a traditional Logic Analyzer, the



locations of long I2C EEPROM reads.



bytes that correspond to reads or



Table Summary and

Search/Zoom



MS-32 is easy to use. A single module



Get complete control of your debug



writes to specific sub-address memory



Turn your oscilloscope into a protocol



consolidates all of the MS-32/oscillo-



process and finish faster.



signals (I C, SPI), and embedded

2



blocks in the EEPROM. It can also aid



analyzer with the Table display of proto-



scope interconnections, so users can



in monitoring DATA outputs from I C-



col information. Customize the table, or



start viewing signals and begin debug-



based sensors, such as analog-to-



export Table data to an Excel file. Touch



ging quickly. In addition, all standard



digital converters, and triggering when



a message in the table and automati-



oscilloscope tools are readily accessi-



DATA is outside a safe operating



cally zoom for detail. Search for specific



range. In both cases, verifying proper



address or data values in the acquisition.



ble. Signal debug is simple, using

standard oscilloscope tools, such as

cursors, measurement parameters,

and zooming.
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Powerful Conditional I2C

Data Triggering



operation becomes a simple task.



message events for better understand-



Intuitive, Color-Coded

Decode Overlay



ing and debug. Use a conditional I2C



Advanced software algorithms decon-



DATA trigger to select a range of DATA



struct the waveform into binary, hex, or



values to trigger on, not just a single



ASCII protocol information, then overlay



DATA value. Oftentimes, I2C utilizes



the decoded data on the waveform.



DATA bytes to specify sub-addresses



Various sections of the protocol are



for accessing memory locations in



color-coded to make it easy to under-



EEPROMs. Conditional DATA trigger



stand. The decode operation is fast—



Completely isolate specific SPI or I2C



even with long acquisitions.
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